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Investigation: PE 11-024
Date Opened: 08/03/2011 Date Closed: 12/14/2011
Investigator: Kareem Habib Reviewer: Jeff Quandt
Approver: Frank Borris
Subject: Inability to shift gears on acceleration

MANUFACTURER & PRODUCT INFORMATION
Manufacturer: FORD MOTOR COMPANY
Products: 2011-2012 Ford Mustang manual transmission
Population:          29,807

Problem Description: Consumers allege inability to shift into gear while driving. 

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY
ODI Manufacturer Total

Complaints: 0 5 5

Crashes/Fires: 0 0 0

Injury Incidents: 0 0 0

Fatality Incidents: 0 0 0

Other*: 57 302 359

*Description of Other: Transmission shift concerns related to low pedal or shift feel.

ACTION / SUMMARY INFORMATION

Action: This preliminary evaluation is closed.  

Summary:
The Office of Defects Investigations (ODI) analyzed complaint data provided by Ford as well as complaints submitted 
to ODI from consumers.  In total, there were 364 unique reports indicating various shift quality issues while driving.  
Ford identified several factors that may contribute to shift quality concerns in the subject vehicles, including cold 
transmission, clutch stay-out at high engine speeds, gear clash or grinding, and gradual loosening of clutch plate bolts 
in some early production vehicles. 
     The largest percentage of complaints indicated higher than expected shift efforts in cold ambient temperatures.  
These complaints were related to transmission fluid viscosity and the higher shift efforts resolved themselves with the 
drivetrain warming.  Ford published technical service bulletin TSB 11-3-18 to inform technicians that a lower viscosity 
fluid was available for use to address the cold shift issues. 
     The clutch stay-out condition typically occurs at engine speeds greater than 4000 rpm.  It does not prevent the 
selection of any gear, but may delay clutch re-engagement depending on how long the driver maintains the higher 
engine speed.  Ford identified rotating inertia of the clutch components as the root cause and replacement clutch 
pedal parts were made available under Ford TSB 10-19-4. 
     A number of reports alleged increasing difficulty selecting gears along with gear clash or grinding.  Grinding or 
notchy gear shifts may be caused by gradual loosening of clutch plate fasteners, which is promoted by certain 
aggressive shifting.  This condition is progressive in nature and initially results in symptoms related to shift quality/feel.  
Clutch plate bolt loosening will not result in inability to select any gear unless the progressive symptoms are ignored 
until complete clutch failure occurs.  ODI’s analysis identified only five complaints alleging an inability to shift into gear 
due to loose clutch plate bolts.  None of these resulted in a stall and gear shifting could occur before engine start.  A 
revised fastener was designed and implemented in production and is available for service through a special service 
message. 
     There is no indication of loss of motive power or unreasonable safety risk associated with the alleged defect in the 
subject vehicles.  This preliminary evaluation is closed.   
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